
The Better is the Best 

[Announce Text] Please keep your Bibles open to Hebrews 8:1-6. 

[Scripture Introduction] My name is Brett Sweet and I’m one of the pastors here. 
We’re in a series on the book of Hebrews- which was written to Christians who 
weren’t quite sure they wanted to continue to be Christians.  

[Prayer for Illumination] Please pray with me… 

[Illustration] Why would someone say this…? “I’ve always said that I wish all my 
really good friends in coaching would win one national championship and those I 
don’t think highly of, I wish they would win several.”  

 Those are the words of former UCLA basketball coach John Wooden. He 
was named by Sporting News as the greatest coach in American sports history. He 
led his team to 10 national championships- including seven in a row. His record 
and reputation gave him his pick of the best recruits in the nation. His teams won 
88 games in a row at one point in time. There were no debates. They were the 
best. But here’s the reason Wooden would wish that those he didn’t “think highly 
of” would win multiple championships. They would have to deal with the pressure 
of success. The expectation that you must win. The weight of not just becoming 
the best- which is enough pressure as it is- but the consistent weight of remaining 
at the top of the heap. 

 We all feel this- especially in our culture. It’s not enough to provide for your 
family you have to be in the top 10% to receive the company trip. It’s not enough 
to just be a faithful worker- you need to be the best worker in your department- 
you need to climb the ladder. It’s not enough to just enjoy the gift of learning in 
your schooling- you have to be the best- the valedictorian if you are going to get 
those scholarships. When people come over your house needs to look its best- 
otherwise what will people think of you. I not only have to simply be a faithful 
preacher who attempts to lovingly say what the Bible says- I have to be the best 
preacher in the area or maybe, since people can just watch preaching online, I 
need to be the best preacher in the English language. But what happens when 
we’re not the best? Or even if we are, why is there so much pressure to remain 
the best? 



 The audience of Hebrews knew that to relate to God they needed the best. 
They knew that they, themselves, weren’t the best. But they had the best high 
priests ever. No matter how good you are in yourself- you could not relate to God 
better than the Jewish high priests. Those priests were the John Woodens of 
priests. They were at the top and people like you and me- we wouldn’t even get a 
callback for an interview. They spent their lives meticulously keeping tiny details 
of God’s instructions. Those high priests were the all-time best. So you can see 
why they would be tempted to leave Christianity and go back to the best. But 
here’s what the author wants us to see about Jesus’ High priesthood today: 

[Proposition] Jesus is better, so Jesus is best. 

 If this is your first week with us in our series, you picked a great week 
because you’ve come when God summarizes the main point of this whole book. 
We need a priest to take us into the presence of Holy God and Jesus is the better 
high priest. So let’s look at how the fact that Jesus is better making Him the best. 

[Main Point 1] Jesus is the better high priest. 

Look with me at vv. 1-2 

Now the point in what we are saying is this: we have such a high priest, one who is 
seated at the right hand of the throne of the Majesty in heaven, a minister in the 
holy places, in the true tent that the Lord set up, not man. 

Every other thing I say is going to build on this, but this is the main idea. Jesus is 
the best high priest. He’s better than any competitors. He is in the very presence 
of God the Father. And He has a better posture. The Jewish priests are always 
standing, offering sacrifices- trying to atone for their sins and the sins of other 
people by killing animals and pouring out their blood. But Jesus is seated in the 
place of honor on a throne. His work of offering sacrifices is done. 

Since Jesus is the better high priest, Jesus is the best. 

[Main Point 2] Jesus is in a better tent. 

Look with me at v. 2 where it says of Jesus: 

…a minister in the holy places, in the true tent that the Lord set up, not man. 



In the Old Testament, for centuries, God’s people could only meet with God in a 
tent- also called a tabernacle. That tent was built with human hands. But Jesus is a 
better high priest because He’s in a better tent- one set up by God Himself. 

Since Jesus is in a better tent, Jesus is the best. Jesus is a better high priest in a 
better tent but additionally,  

[Main Point 3] Jesus offered a better sacrifice. 

Read along in v. 3 

For every high priest is appointed to offer gifts and sacrifices, thus it is necessary 
for this priest also to have something to offer. 

This will be a main point in the coming chapters but it’s worth noticing here. 
Earthly high priests were always offering goats and sheep and bulls on an altar. If 
they weren’t offering sacrifices then they wouldn’t be a high priest. So it makes 
sense that Jesus the high priest needed to have something to offer. That 
something to offer. That sacrifice. Was His very body on the cross to pay for the 
sins that you and I have committed. And deep down we know that animal 
sacrifices could never pay for much- but the sacrifice of priceless God Himself. In 
the person of Jesus Christ, that’s far more than enough to cover even our vilest 
thoughts, words, and actions. 

Since Jesus offered a better sacrifice, Jesus is the best. Better high priest, better 
tent, better sacrifice. But there’s more 

[Main Point 4] Jesus is in a better location. 

Follow along in vv. 4-5 

Now if he were on earth, he would not be a priest at all, since there are priests 
who offer gifts according to the law. They serve a copy and shadow of the 
heavenly things. For when Moses was about to erect the tent, he was instructed 
by God, saying, “See that you make everything according to the pattern that was 
shown you on the mountain.” 

Other high priests are on earth, but Jesus is in Heaven. If you go back and read the 
last third of the book of Exodus you will see the tremendous detail given to Moses 
in how to construct the tabernacle or tent that was mentioned earlier. It’s so 



detailed that many of us would find it boring- though the fault is with us and not 
the words of Holy Scripture. But when Moses was given those details we’re told 
that God revealed to him what he wanted the tent on earth to look like by 
revealing a deeper reality to Moses. We don’t know exactly what this means- did 
God give Moses a vision of some sort of temple structure in Heaven? Did God give 
Moses blueprints (so to speak)? What is clear is that at best the tent Moses built 
was a copy. At best the Jewish high priests serve in a tent that’s location is here 
on earth. But Jesus is in a better location- He’s in Heaven. And since Jesus is in a 
better location, Jesus is the best. 

[Illustration] The Greek philosopher Plato, in arguing for the impact and 
importance of education told this story that has become known as “the Allegory 
of the Cave.” In it he tells us to imagine that we are all living in a cave and we are 
chained in such a way that all we can see is the wall in front of us. In the 
meantime, there is a fire behind us and people are walking between the fire and 
the wall- casting shadows on the walls in front of us. So, essentially, it’s like we’re 
watching a TV show where the only characters are shadows. Now imagine one of 
those shadows looks like a strange dog, and another like a little bunny. And there 
was an epic battle between these two but the bunny shadow prevailed! And 
that’s all anyone can talk about! The victorious bunny shadow! 

 Plato then tells us how necessary it would be for us to actually believe that 
those shadows weren’t reality. That’s all we know. So if someone were freed and 
told us that there really is such a thing as fire. Such a thing as human hands 
making bunny and dog shapes. Let alone such a thing as a real dog or a real rabbit 
outside the cave. Such stories would seem like fantasies to us even though they 
are true. Those of us chained to our shadow TV would never believe that the 
things we are looking at are shadows and the true, deep, better reality actually 
exists, but is currently out of our sight. 

[Application] The Hebrews are clinging to shadows and shadow puppets. They 
were looking to a temple on earth. Priests on earth. They are looking the wrong 
direction- staring at a wall. They need to look at what’s best. They need to see the 
original. The best- the tent and the priest in the better location. In Heaven.  

 In Plato’s allegory of the cave, Plato sets himself up as the man who has 
been freed. As the one who has come with the information and education that 



will deliver us from the shadows of the cave. This is what all philosophers and 
educators believe- that everyone else has got it wrong and that they have come 
along and have seen the true reality. That they will deliver us. That they are our 
high priests. Education is important. Philosophy is a wonderful gift from God. But 
they can’t lead you to the better location- Heaven. The reason being because 
philosophers and teachers. In the classroom or on the internet. Living or dead- 
didn’t offer the better sacrifice that Jesus did.  

 A lot of us realize we aren’t the best. So we change the categories. Well, I’m 
not the top sales rep, but I mean, you can’t compare our market to Los Angeles or 
Dallas, but I am the best in Spokane for people who live south of I-90 and north of 
8th street. Or, yeah she’s able to look great in that outfit, but so would I if I 
neglected my kids and hired a babysitter in order to go to the gym. I’m the best 
mother, I would never do that. The other option many of us have is, since there’s 
so much pressure to be the best, to avoid the pressure altogether. Don’t try. If 
you don’t try you won’t fail. And you’ll have a built in excuse. Oh yeah, I went to 
high school with Jennifer Lawrence or Mark Zuckerberg or Lebron James or 
Joanna Gaines but I didn’t want to go down that path. So I didn’t try- in fact, I 
don’t try at anything. You just do nothing. But do you see how you are also being 
controlled by the pressure to be the best? Others are controlled because they 
have to be- that’s all that’s on their mind. You are controlled because you want 
that pressure so far away from you that you pass up good opportunities. You are 
a slave too. 

We have a better high priest who is in a better tent. One who has offered a better 
sacrifice and is in a better location. But we must also see that 

[Main Point 5] Jesus has a better ministry. 

v. 6 tells us this 

But as it is, Christ has obtained a ministry that is much more excellent than the 
old… 

So Jesus serves and labors in a way that is better than any earthly priest could 
ever be. But what makes that possible? 

[Main Point 6] Jesus brings a better covenant. 



Let’s look again at v. 6 

But as it is, Christ has obtained a ministry that is much more excellent than the old 
as the covenant he mediates is better…    

A covenant is a “meaningful binding agreement.” The basic summary of the old 
covenant is that God would be our God and we would be His people. But for 
people to keep our side of this binding agreement we needed to obey God. Walk 
with Him in humility. Repenting of sin. Trusting Him even when things were hard. 
And because we can’t do that perfectly we are always covenant breakers. So the 
Old covenant had all kinds of problems for us. But when we have the right sort of 
vision we see that Jesus brings a better covenant. What makes it better? 

Jesus is a better high priest in a better tent and location, he’s offered a better 
sacrifice giving him a better ministry with a better covenant and we should see 
that 

[Main Point 7] Jesus’ new covenant has better promises. 

Look again at all of v. 6 

But as it is, Christ has obtained a ministry that is much more excellent than the old 
as the covenant he mediates is better, since it is enacted on better promises. 

The Old Covenant carried few real promises that would bring much comfort to the 
honest Israelite. If I can keep the law, then I will continue to receive the blessings 
of the new covenant. But the new covenant is better. The New Covenant has 
promises that reach down to the core. There is a promise from God that He will 
actually change our hearts and make it possible to obey Him. 

[Illustration] One of the great benefits to the internet and smartphones in 
particular is the ability to compare things while you are shopping. You can know, 
in seconds, whether you are getting the best deal available to you for things like 
cars or coffee makers, baby strollers or baby carrots, airline tickets or ant spray. 
You can compare the different strengths and weaknesses of a product or service 
and, what I find to be most helpful- read reviews of average people like you and 
me who have experience with the thing you are researching. You can calculate 
things by the average number of stars given by reviewers. The author of this book 
has personal knowledge of other high priests and of Jesus the better high priest. 



He’s benefited from Jesus the better high priest. He’s giving His review. Jesus is 
better than any five star review out there. Everything about Him is better. This 
makes Him the best. No need to look further. No need to go anywhere else. 

[Application] You build your life on the testimony of others. Your parents, 
celebrities, your favorite politicians, your trusted news source. Do you build your 
life on the testimony of those who knew Jesus most closely? The apostles, who 
heard Jesus’ teaching and saw Him raised from the dead wrote to you so that you 
would know that you can build your life on Jesus. That you can benefit from His 
better covenant, His better ministry, His better promises. Sooner or later you will 
have to trust the testimony of someone even if it’s opposed by others who try to 
convince you otherwise. With the Bible you get the testimony of God Himself 
because the Holy Spirit, the third person of the Trinity guided the human authors 
to write the very words we need to know so that we would have better vision. 
John Calvin called the Scriptures spectacles. We can see the world around us but 
it’s blurry, but the Bible functions like a pair of glasses that when we look at the 
world through them we are able see much more clearly- including who is the 
better high priest. And the better high priest is the best.  

 Remember that the Old Covenant high priests were the best there had ever 
been in the whole history of the world. But Jesus is better than them. That makes 
Him the champion. He’s the best. Which means you aren’t the best. So Christians, 
I want you to note the very first verse. We have such a high priest. The best high 
priest is ours. You don’t have to be the best because you know the best. You 
belong to Him and He belongs to you. He takes your sins and failings away by 
dying on the cross for what you deserve and He gives you His perfect reputation. 
He gives you His status as a child of God. He says, “I’m the best, but here, I want 
you to be the one who benefits from my being at the top.” So here’s the primary 
application regarding how the better is the best: You have the best possible status 
right now- don’t go looking for it anywhere else- whether in another religion like 
the original audience, or in success, or in substances, or in physical health, or in 
some prince charming. We have the best possible status right now, right here, 
with Jesus. Because we have such a high priest. The high priest who’s better than 
all the best that went before Him. We are free. 



 This means that in your jobs and in your parenting and in your art or in your 
athletics you should seek to be as excellent as possible- maximizing your gifting 
and opportunity as a chance to glorify God. You should be looking for challenges 
to overcome. But since we have such a high priest. Since Jesus belongs to me and 
you. You are free from the pressure of winning multiple championship. You are 
free from the pressure of being the best. Sure, they have a nicer house. Sure, they 
have more influence. Sure, they have a more considerate spouse. Sure, they have 
more popularity. But we have such a high priest. We have Jesus- the best. So in 
our jobs, you can strive for excellence and work to make your supervisors and 
company successful and you won’t be destroyed if you aren’t promoted. You 
don’t need to be the best you have the best. Your house doesn’t have to be 
immaculate when you have guests over- it doesn’t matter what others think of 
you. You have the best high priest, so God thinks of you as His daughter or son. I 
don’t have to have the status of the best preacher, if everyone leaves to listen to 
someone better, that’s okay, I have such a high priest that, even if this church 
were to end and be dispersed to other good churches, I don’t need to be suicidal. 
And if you are the best at something, you can be free from the pressure of 
continuing to be the best. Yes, continue to work to be reliable, trustworthy, and 
hardworking. But if you need to spend more time with your family and some 
highly driven single person comes along and dethrones you, it’s okay. Because 
Jesus, the better high priest means that He’s the best high priest and He is really 
the one on the throne. And He is yours.  

 

  


